
One day a woman is jogging in the park 

As she runs past the pond she sees a man with no arms and no legs sitting in a 
wheelchair on the pier crying. Worried, she walks up to him and asks him what's 
wrong.  
 
The man looks up at her sadly and says "It's because I've never been hugged." So 
the woman bends down, and gives him a gigantic hug. The man stops crying and 
smiles, seeming pleased, so she continues on her run.  
 
The next day as the woman jogs along the path near the pond, she spots the same 
man with no arms and no legs sitting in a wheelchair on the pier crying, and goes to 
investigate again.  
 
This time when asked what's wrong he looks up sadly and replies "It's because I've 
never been kissed." The woman thought about it for a minute, and finally decided 
that no harm could come from it, so she bends down and kisses him square on the 
lips. Just as before, the man stops crying and smiles, and she continues on her run. 
 
The next day as the woman is running she again spots the same man with no arms 
and no legs sitting in a wheelchair on the pier crying. Confused and suspicious the 
woman approaches him slowly and asks "Ok what could possibly be wrong this 
time?" 
 
The man looks up sadly and replies "It's because I've never been fucked."  
 
So the woman walks up grabs his wheelchair, and runs him off the side of the pier 
into the pond, and replies... 
 
"Well, you're fucked now." 
 

Rug found a tennis ball while out jogging and put it in his pocket to 
give his dog back home... 

As he stopped to wait at the traffic lights, a woman next to him couldn't help but 
notice the large bulge in his trouser pocket. 
 
"Tennis ball" the man said. 
 
"Oh, that must be painful,” she replied. “I had tennis elbow once!" 
 

Miscarriage walks into a bar looking for Sir Prince Valiant, with a bag and orders a 

drink. 

After a while, the bartender asks him, “What is in the bag?” 

Miscarriage says, “Nothing, don’t worry about it” 



The night continues and the bartender keeps asking but Miscarriage keeps giving 

him the same answer. 

Towards the end of the night the bartender offers Miscarriage a free beer if the man 

shows him what is in the bag. 

Miscarriage agrees. 

He reaches into the bag and pulls out a tiny piano and a tiny man that sits down and 

starts playing the piano. 

The bartender says, “Wow! That’s amazing! Where did you find they guy?” 

Miscarriage looks up and says, “I have this magic lamp that grants me wishes, but 

the stupid thing is broken.” 

Miscarriage then hands the bartender the lamp and says, “You can try it if you 

want.” 

The bartender happily grabs the lamp and wishes for a million bucks and the room 

is suddenly filled with a million ducks. 

“This thing is definitely broken!” says the bartender. 

Miscarriage replies, “Tell me about it, do you really think I wished for a twelve inch 

pianist?” 

 

 


